
January 22, 2021 

Dear Forrest Staff, Students, Parents and School Community 

As we are already heading into the last week of January, I would like to hit pause and thank all of 
you for all you are doing to make the our school year in its current format of existing challenges an 
ongoing success. As we continue to navigate the constraints and challenges imposed on our 
systems and routines by the Coronavirus, I am encouraged by the responsiveness of our staff, 
students and parents and everyone's positivity during this time. Students have been incredibly 
flexible with a variety of new routines around teaching and learning from classroom instruction to 
all of the outdoor revisions and options taking place throughout the school day to help limit our 
indoor contact time as much as possible. Helping us out greatly with that has been an incredible 
stretch of winter weather which helps keep us all feeling a little better about winter during this 
ongoing time of lockdowns and restrictions.  

Heading into this third week of January, I am encouraged that staff and students continue to 
remain well. This has been central to our schools re opening success and it says a lot about how as 
a school community we continue to look out and after one another by limiting contacts and paying 
attention to the current situation and responding accordingly, daily....we are feeling the grind these 
routines I know, but by continuing to stay the course over the weeks and months ahead, we will all 
help ensure our school remains a safe positive and productive place for our kids.  

In other reminders:  

Bus Cancellations: This month we have had two days of bus cancellations with schools remaining 
open. Additional information can be found on the RRSD website in the policy manual section in the 
Governance tab. Here are some key reminders regarding bus cancellations/schools open. 

Communication: All communication regarding school and bus cancellations will take place to the 
RRSD school community through SchoolMessenger communication (phone call), the RRSD website 
and STAR 94.7 FM radio.  

Just a reminder to all that bus cancellations with schools open means that as Rolling River School 
Division we experiencing inclement road conditions across the division and decision making for 
such days is done divisionally and is not based on conditions by catchment area. Locally, or here at 
Forrest, it means our school day including drop offs and pick -ups and duration of the school day 
remains the same. In a normal school year, bus cancellations with school open also signifies 
cancellation of other school and divisional events that may be taking place on such a day (For 
example Professional Development or Sporting Events). 

Thanks to you all for your ongoing support of Education at Forrest Elementary School! 

Sincerely, Chad Stiles Principal, Forrest Elementary School 


